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Abstract: The objective of this paper is to present a reliability model which can optimize the maintenance and
repair policies. The component failure-rate uncertainty is taken under consideration and a reliability model is
created by simulation approach. Most of the published results in this area are based on analytical modelling
using various probability distributions and then trying to find an exact expression for system reliability, which
may be very difficult to obtain. Also, if there are any changes in the management policies regarding the
maintenance and repair, rebuilding and modifying the analytical model is too complex in nature. Incorporating
the multiple objectives, identifying the bottlenecks, producing the graphical user interface and sensitivity
analysis are mostly time consuming tasks in an analytical model. Hence it is proposed to build a simulation
model, which can effectively incorporate the above said requirements. The proposed reliability model is built
by using Extend-A Simulation Tool, by which the observer can easily understand the system. The model
contains components (called “blocks”), usually with connections between the blocks. After the creation of the
model, the modifications can be done by adding block, moving connections and changing block data. The
model developed has been applied to maintenance and repairs of bearings of a large milling machine. This model
can be scaled to any number of machines, bearings and repairpersons with stochastic repair, delay times. A full-
featured authoring environment is provided for simplifying the model interaction and enhancing
communication. The “step wise refinement” enables to achieve good approximations of very complex problems
surprising quickly and because of the refinements the model becomes more and more accurate. The stochastic
nature of the best solutions for the single objective optimization modeling of the system design is sampled
extensively and the robustness of the developed optimization approach is demonstrated with cost
effectiveness.
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INTRODUCTION More over if changes in the management policies

The monitoring information (failure time or subjected to frequent changes it is more time consuming
degradation level) is of great importance for the to see the effect of changes i.e sensitivity analysis by the
maintenance decision-making. In case of stochastic analytical model. Hence it is proposed to build a
dependences between components (e.g. the state of each simulation model which will incorporate all the above said
component is correlated to the state of the others [1, 2], it changes to achieve an optimized level in maintenance and
can be shown that the maintenance policies can be repair policies. A numerical example demonstrates the
significantly improved if the monitoring information is usability of our approach.
taken into account for the maintenance decision making
[3, 4]. The model presented in [4] allows optimizing a Simulation: Simulation is the manipulation of a model in
preventive replacement time only considering partial such a way that it operates on time or space to compress
monitoring. Changes in the type of distribution of an it, thus enabling one to perceive the interactions that
activity, constraints and logical relationship among would not otherwise be apparent because of their
activities reduce the effectiveness of mathematical model. separation in time or space. Simulation generally refers to

regarding the maintenance and repair policies are
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a computerized version of the model, which is run over world around us and helps us produce better results
time to study the implications of the defined interactions. faster. A simulation program like Extend is an important
Simulations are generally iterative in there development. tool that we can use to predict the course and results of
One develops a model, simulates it, learns from the certain actions,understand why observed events occur,
simulation, revises the model and continues the iterations identify problem areas before implementation, explore the
until an adequate level of understanding is developed. effects of modifications, confirm that all variables are

System Simulation: A system is understood to be an insight and stimulate creative thinking,communicate the
entity, which maintains its existence through the integrity and feasibility of our plans.
interaction of its parts. A model is a simplified
representation of the actual system intended to promote Modeling And Simulation: A model is a logical
understanding. Whether a model is a good model or not description of how a system performs. Simulation
depends on the extent to which it promotes involves designing a model of a system and carrying out
understanding. Since all models are simplifications of experiments on it as it progresses through time. Modeling
reality there is always a trade-off as to what level of detail and Simulation is a discipline for developing a level of
is included in the model. If too little detail is included in understanding of the interaction of the parts of a system
the model one runs the risk of missing relevant and of the system as a whole. The level of understanding,
interactions and the resultant model does not promote which may be developed via this discipline, is seldom
understanding. If too much detail is included in the model achievable via any other. discipline. 
the model may become overly complicated and actually Simulation with Extend means that instead of
preclude the development of understanding. System can interacting with a real system, we create a model which
be categorized as discrete of continuous. A discrete corresponds to it in certain aspects.We can use a model
system is one in which the state variable (s) change only to describe how a real-world activity will perform. Models
at a discrete set of points in time. The production line is also enable us to test hypotheses at a fraction of the cost
an example of a discrete system, since the state variable, of actually undertaking the activities that the models
the number of jobs in the line, changes only when a job simulate. For example, if we are a hardware designer, we
arrives or when the processing is completed. A can use Extend to simulate the performance of a proposed
continuous system is one in which the state variable(s) system before building it. 
change continuously over time. An example is the head of One of the principal benefits of a model is that we can
water behind a dam. During and for some time after a begin with a simple approximation of a process and
rainstorm, water flows into the lake behind the dam. Water gradually refine the model as our understanding of the
is drawn from the dam for flood control and to make process improves. This "stepwise refinement" enables us
electricity. Evaporation also decreases the water level. to achieve good approximations of very complex problems

Discrete event simulation is one way of building up surprisingly quickly. As we add refinements, our model
models to observe the time based (or dynamic) behavior becomes more and more accurate. An Extend model is a
of a system. There are formal methods for building document that contains components (called "blocks"),
simulation models and ensuring that they are credible. usually  with  connections  between the blocks. Each
During the experimental phase the models are executed block contains procedural information as well as data that
(run over time) in order to generate results. The results we enter. After we create a model, we can modify it by
can then be used to provide insight into a system and a adding blocks, moving connections and changing block
basis to make decisions on. data.

Extend V6 - Simulation Tool: To get the animated flow of Discrete-Event System Simulation: The modeling of
resources it is decided to use Extend to create models systems in which the state variables changes only at a
from building blocks, explore the processes involved and discrete set of points in time. In the case of simulation
see how they relate. Then change assumptions to arrive modes, which employ numerical methods, models are
at an optimum solution. Extend and our imagination are all “run” rather than solved; that is, an artificial history of the
we need to create professional models  that  meet  all  our system is generated based on the model assumptions and
business, industrial and academic needs. Simulation observations are collected to be analyzed and to estimate
provides a method for checking our understanding of the the true system performance measures.

known, evaluate ideas and identify inefficiencies,gain
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An Extend model is a document that contains
components (called “blocks”), usually with connections
between the blocks. Each block contains procedural
information as well as data that we enter. After we create
a model, we can modify it by adding blocks, moving
connections and changing block data. Animations of
resource flow make the observer of the model to easily
understand the flow and it also provides means for
identifying bottlenecks. From the simulated model
utilization percentages and stock out days can be
effectively controlled. 

Using simulation an analyst can introduce the
constants and variables related to the problem, set up the
possible courses of action and establish criteria, which
acts as measure of effectiveness. It is desirable tool for
solving business problem when a mathematical model is
too complex to solve and/or beyond the capacity of the
available personnel [5].

A Numerical Example: In this section we want to
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach
by a numerical example. A large milling machine has three
different bearings that fail in service. The cumulative
distribution function of the life of each bearing is identical
as shown in Table 3.1. When a bearing fails, the mill
stops, a repair person is called and a  new  bearing is
installed [6-10].

The delay time of the repairperson’s arriving at the
milling machine is also a random variable, with the
distribution given in Table 3.2. Down time for the mill is
estimated as

Table 3.1: Bearing Life Distribution
Bearing Life Cumulative Random
(Hours) Probability Probability Digit Assignment
1000 0.1 0.1 10-Jan
1100 0.13 0.23 23-Nov
1200 0.25 0.48 24-48
1300 0.13 0.61 49-61
1400 0.09 0.7 62-70
1500 0.12 0.82 71-82
1600 0.02 0.84 83-84
1700 0.06 0.9 85-90
1800 0.05 0.95 91-95
1900 0.05 1 96-00

Table 3.2: Delay-Time Distribution
Delay time Cumulative Random
(Minutes) Probability Probability Digit Assignment
5 0.6 0.6 6-Jan
10 0.3 0.9 9-Jul
15 1 1 0

Rs 5 per minute. The direct on site cost of the
repairperson is Rs12 per hour. It takes 20 minutes to
change one bearing, 30 minutes to change  two bearing
and 40 minutes to change three  bearings. The bearings
cost Rs16 each. A proposal has been made to replace all
three bearings whenever a bearing fails. Management
needs an evaluation for this proposal.

Table 3.4 is an analytical simulation table for the
stated problem. Notice  that  as  long  as  possible, the
same life time appear for all the three bearings. It is
assumed that the bearings are in order on a shelf and they
are taken sequentially and placed on the mill. The random
digits that lead to the lives of the additional bearings are

Table 3.3: Bearing Replacement Using Current Method
Bearing 1 Bearing 2 Bearing 3
---------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------

Life Accu- Mulated Delay Accu- Mulated Life Delay Life Accu-Mulated Delay
R*D (Hrs) Life (Hours) RD (Min) RD Life (Hrs) (Hrs) RD (Min) RD (Hrs) Life (Hours) RD (Min)

1 67 1400 1400 2 5 70 1500 1500 0 15 76 1500 0 1
2 8 1000 2400 3 5 43 1200 2700 7 10 65 1400 1500 2 5
3 49 1300 3700 1 5 86 1700 4400 3 5 61 1400 2900 7 10
4 84 1600 5300 7 10 93 1800 6200 1 5 96 1900 4300 1 5
5 44 1200 6500 8 10 81 1600 7800 2 5 65 1400 6200 3 5
6 30 1200 7700 1 5 44 1200 9000 8 10 56 1300 7600 3 5
7 10 1000 8700 2 5 19 1100 10100 1 5 11 1100 8900 6 5
8 63 1400 10100 8 10 51 1300 11400 1 5 86 1700 10000 3 5
9 2 1000 11100 3 5 45 1300 12700 7 10 57 1300 11700 1 5
10 2 1000 12100 8 10 12 1100 13800 8 5 49 1300 13000 4 5
11 77 1500 13600 7 10 48 1300 15100 0 15 36 1200 14300 8 10
12 59 1300 14900 5 5 9 1000 16100 8 10 44 1200 15500 2 5
13 23 1100 16000 5 5 44 1200 17300 1 5 94 1800 16700 1 5
14 53 1300 17300 9 10 46 1200 18500 2 5 78 1500 18500 7 10
15 85 1700 19000 6 5 40 1200 19700 8 10 20000
16 75 1500 20500 4 5 52 1300 21000 5 5

Total Delay 110 Total Delay 125 Total Delay 95
*Random digits
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Table 3.4: Bearing Replacement Using Analytical Simulation
Bearing 1 Life (Hours) Bearing 2 Life (Hours) Bearing 3 Life (Hours) First Failure (Hours) Accumulated Life (Hours) RD Delay (Minutes)

1 1400 1500 1500 1400 1400 3 5
2 1000 1200 1400 1000 2400 7 10
3 1300 1700 1400 1300 3700 5 5
4 1600 1800 1900 1600 5300 1 5
5 1200 1600 1400 1200 6500 4 5
6 1200 1200 1300 1200 7700 3 10
7 1000 1100 1100 1000 8700 7 10
8 1400 1300 1700 1300 10000 8 10
9 1000 1300 1300 1000 11000 8 5
10 1000 1100 1300 1000 12000 3 5
11 1500 1300 1200 1200 13200 2 5
12 1300 1000 1200 1000 14200 4 5
13 1100 1200 1800 1100 15300 1 5
14 1300 1200 1500 1200 16500 6 5
15 1700 1200 63/1400 1200 17700 2 5
16 1500 1300 21/1100 1100 18800 7 10
17 85/1700 53/1300 23/1100 1100 19900 0 15
18 05/1000 29/1200 51/1300 1000 20900 5 5

Total Delay 125

Fig. 4.1: Optimized Reliability Model

shown above the slashed line beginning with the 15th
replacement of bearing 3.When the new policy is used, Cost of bearings = 54 bearings x Rs16/bearing = Rs
some 18 sets of bearings were required. In the two 864
simulations, repairperson delays were not duplicated but Cost of delay time= 125 x Rs 5/minute = Rs 625
were generated independently. The total cost of new Cost of down time during repair = 18 sets x 40
policy is computed as follows: minutes/set x Rs 5/minute = Rs 3600
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Cost of repairpersons = 18 sets X 40 minutes/bearing measures. This in general can be done only by empirical
x Rs 12/ 60minute = Rs 144 work. The consideration of other policies will be
Total Cost = Rs 864 + Rs 625 + Rs 3600 + Rs 144 = Rs interesting. The same will hold if we try for instance to
5233. find conditions under which a given policy class
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